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NEWSLETTER april 2019 
     news and views 
 

Annual General Meeting 
Our next Members’ Meeting will be the Annual General Meeting on 
Tuesday 16th April, at 2pm in the Memorial Hall Supper Room. 
Our speaker is Barry Rankin who is giving a talk called “My Life in Fiji”. 
Sounds very interesting so please come along. 
This will be followed by afternoon tea. 
 
Visitors 
On Wednesday 3rd April we had a group of visitors from Jane Winstone 
Retirement Village. They all enjoyed looking around the museum and 
cottage, and then socialising over afternoon tea. 
We look forward to meeting the next group from there next week. 
 
Research 
The following research has been done over the last two months. 
Mr. Hugh Ross, one of the very earliest settlers of the Rangitikei. He settled at 
Tutaenui. Their family home was the Cokeley Homestead.  We did this for 3 
sisters who travelled from the South Island, who were Ross descendants. 
St Stephen’s Church, history of the Norman and Beard organ. It was installed in 
the church in 1909. 
 
Mr Duncan Hart 
Duncan Hart was a long term member of the Marton Historical Society who was 
always helpful for giving information on early history of the people of Marton. 
He enjoyed receiving and reading our newsletters. 
Duncan will be sadly missed by all of us. 
 

 

Calendar of 
2019 

 
 

Members Meeting 
Our next members meeting will 
be the Annual General Meeting 

on Tuesday 16th April 2 pm, in the 
Memorial Hall Supper Room. Our 

speaker will be Barry  Rankin 
whose talk will be “My Life in Fiji” 

All welcome. 
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To see old newsletters visit 
our website at:  
 “tinyurl.com/martonhist” 
 

QR CODE FOR WEBSITE 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Sponsor our newsletter! 
Only $20 per issue. 
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ANZAC DAY 
 
Anzac Day is observed on 25th April, commemorating the soldiers who served in both World 
Wars. This year’s remembrance will be commemorating the 103rd Anniversary. 
Marton has many place names honouring people or events. The following are all places 
relating to the World Wars. 
CANTEEN ST.  During WW1 an Army Training Camp was set up on this area and a canteen 
was for the soldiers. 
COBBER KAIN AVE. Honouring Edgar James Kain ( known as Cobber ), a NZ celebrated fighter 
pilot in WW2. The propeller from his aircraft is on display in Marton Memorial Hall. 
C F D COOK – Memorial Gates.  In memory of Charles Frederick Denman Cook, who died on 
active service in WW1. The gates were at the entrance to the cricket ground on Wellington 
Road. He was a partner in a legal practice and a keen cricketer. He was the son of Professor C 
H Cook. The family home was Edale in Bond Street.  
CORONATION BATHS (Marton Baths).  This was opened in 1912 with the aid of a grant 
honouring the Coronation of King George V1. 
MAUNDER STREET. Beatrice  Dormer -Maunder, who was the Director General of Belgian 
hospitals, which she established in WW1, was the daughter of George Maunder (known as 
Squire) , a Tutaenui farmer. His son Hilary Maunder owned the land now known as Maunder 
Street. 
DUDDINGS LAKE.  John B S Dudding served in WW1 and was wounded in Gallipoli. He was 
farmer in Tutaenui Road. He purchased and gifted the land then known as Gudopp’s Lake to 
mark the 50th Anniversary of Marton Borough Council. The Marton Lions developed the area, 
now a place for picnics and recreation. 
MEMORIAL HALL. This was opened in October 1961 as the Marton RSA and Citizens’ 
Memorial Hall. The new hall was a combined project with Marton RSA and Marton Borough 
Council. The unveiling of the War Memorial plaques was in 1968.   

 
 

 
Mayor Wenzel Meades speaking and among the guests were Duncan & Doreen Hart, Hon F Gotz MP.,Mrs Meades, Mr K 
Fraser RSA President, Mrs & Hon N L Shelton, Reverend D Allan. 
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          Working Bee 

I am hoping to form a couple of teams of about six people to spend either a 
weekday or a day over the weekend to give the Museum Rooms a bit of TLC —
dusting, cob-webbing, vacuuming and polishing. This would be a small group in 
each room. Refreshments and everything we need will be provided. 
Please phone Pat on 327 6063. 
 

                     Newsletter by email if wanted 
For those of you with working e-mail systems, why not receive our 
newsletters with many pictures in glorious colour. 
Get your newsletter by e-mail instead of on paper. This will save us 
paper and shoe leather for delivering them. 
If you would like to join this scheme, please send an e-mail to 
rod@rods.nz with the Subject “Hist Soc Newsletters” or similar. 
 
 
Rod’s Reminiscences 

Home delivery – Full Circle 
These days, several large supermarkets advertise “click and collect”, with 
the option of home delivery (albeit often for a minimum order or a fee). 
In my younger days (the 1950s) telephone ordering was the forerunner 
of the modern “click” part and home delivery from the corner store was 
by a boy on a bicycle — often a special bicycle with a small front wheel 
to provide for a large basket above it to carry the groceries. 
“Collect” seemed to apply mostly to meat orders from the butcher’s 
shop. Butchers started work early in the morning, as they typically had a 
lot of preparatory work to do turning whole animal carcasses into 
saleable product, and then they typically closed by 4 pm. There were two 
butcher’s shops in central Marton at that time, one in High St and 
McBeth’s in Broadway. They both had large chunks of meat hanging by 
hooks from a high rail. A long pole with a sort of hook on the end would 
be used to bring down a piece of meat as required onto a wooden 
chopping block where the required amount would be sliced off and the 
remainder hooked back onto the overhead rail. 
Before Selotape 
Such shops had a large roll of brown paper mounted on a dispenser with 
a heavy tear-off blade and meat orders would be wrapped up in a small 
piece of greaseproof paper, then brown paper and then tied up with 
string. The string dispenser did not need a separate means of cutting it – 
a butcher’s knife was always available and did the job perfectly. Phoned 
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orders were prepared and wrapped, the customer’s name was written 
on the parcel with the same marker pen used write on the meat and the 
parcels laid out on a table on the public’s side of the counter where 
customers could find the parcel with their name on it. 
Once the parcels were taken (or delivered to) home, no doubt much of 
the discarded paper and string ended up in the domestic fire-place thus 
avoiding the pollution problem that slowly crept up on modern society 
as plastic trays and bags became the norm for carrying meat home. 
Until on-line ordering came along, pre-ordering and delivery slowly died 
along with dedicated butcher’s shops, to be replaced by the new “thrill” 
of choosing for yourself which tray(s) of pre-packed meat to pick out 
from the supermarket displays. Even real butcher shops have a lot of 
pre-packed trays these days. Supermarkets often claim they can cut 
meat to individual requirements, but in many it’s not very obvious how 
to find someone to do that! 
Bread 
Standard bread came as two dollops of dough baked in a single oblong 
tin so that the resulting loaf could be easily broken in half to form two 
half-loaves. A half loaf cost 4d

1
 (4 pence) and a whole loaf cost 7½d. I 

have a feeling that they often charged an extra ha’penny if you wanted 
the loaf wrapped. Pre-slicing, of course, had not been heard of at that 
time. 
I also have a feeling that a shop was obliged to wrap your loaf of bread if 
you asked for it to be wrapped, but their idea of wrapping was pretty 
minimal 

 

— it consisted of a single sheet of paper wrapped around the 
loaf and secured with sticky tape. It was not wrapped around or tucked 
in at the ends. I guess it enabled you to carry the loaf without contacting 
the actual crust, but didn’t provide much protection in a dusty wind. 

                                                             
1

Question: Why were pence in those days designated “d” whereas a “new penny” in 
UK today is designated “p” ? 

Answer: “d” was derived from Latin “Denarius”, a Roman coin typically given as a 
day’s pay, which was worth approximately 10 “Ases Rude” (Latin for rough bronze), 
or crude lumps of bronze, a forerunner of proper minted coins. 

 Bronze Aes Rude from 5th-4th century B.C. Italy. 
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Cheese 
When I was a child, I hated cheese. 
Of course the only cheese I knew about, came in a little cardboard 
packet and was wrapped in foil. It was called Chesdale. As far as I knew 
at the time it was the only kind of cheese available — but I guess there 
may have been others. I guess New Zealand was still under the kind of 
regime where margarine was only available on a doctor’s prescription. 
(Oh dear — Nanny State was in full cry, even then). 
Many years later, the Woolworths supermarket in Taupo opened a 
whole section displaying different cheeses from all over New Zealand 
and the world. I reckon Taupo was frequented by a lot of wealthy 
Aucklanders who needed to impress their friends at their weekend 
barbeques. No doubt Woolworths did (and its successor still does) 
lucrative business catering to their needs. 
The choice available now is many times what it was even then, and I 
have to admit, some of them taste pretty good. There are still some 
cheeses in the world that I think should be banned as health hazards, but 
I suppose it’s everyone to their own poison. 
 
That’s all folks. Hope you enjoyed the read. 

Rod and the Committee 


